4th Grade Supply List for all Immersion and Regular Classes for 2019-2020
(Immersion look at bottom too)

******NO binders please******

- _____ Soft zippered pencil case for desk
- _____ 2 glue sticks – 1 for pencil case and 1 for the class
- _____ 2 packs of #2 Ticonderoga yellow pencils – 1 goes in pencil case the other goes to the class (NO Mechanical pencils please)
- _____ Pencil sharpener with a lid-needs to fit in pencil case
- _____ 2 packs of post it notes (any size/color/brand) – 1 set goes in pencil case the other goes to the class
- _____ 4 (marbled type) composition books-Names on all of them in sharpie marker
- _____ 4 two pocket folders (different colors/designs)-To be used for each subject
  - ____*1 blue folder
  - ____*1 green folder
  - ____*1 red folder
  - ____*1 yellow folder
  - ____*1 folder of any kind for Music
- _____ 2 packs of wide ruled lined notebook paper for the class to share
- _____ Student scissors-Fiskars are best!
- _____ 2 large boxes of Kleenex to share
- _____ 1 container of Clorox Wipes-Please buy the Clorox kind if possible, it works the best!
- _____Ziploc bags – both sandwich and gallon sized
- _____1 box of colored pencils
- _____1 box of crayons
- _____1 black sharpie marker
- _____1 yellow highlighter
- _____2 hand sanitizer for class to share

**Chinese Immersion (Please add the following supplies)**

- _____ 1 pair of headphones with a microphone attached
- _____ A total of SIX composition notebooks NOT 4

Wish List
Dry Erase Markers
Cardstock any color